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Myth Buster Topic:  

 
Colors in the water represent discharge from organs within the body. 

 
 
Background: Color charts used to link colors found in the water with detoxification from 
specific organs in the body are so prevalent in the foot bath industry that many believe 
them to be accurate. There is NO evidence to support the idea that, for instance, orange 
coloring in the water represents detoxification from the joints. Beware of companies who 
promote color charts. There is simply no objective evidence to support this idea. This 
notion totally misrepresents the actual process that is taking place during an Aqua Chi 
session, for instance. 
 
The Truth: Virtually all of the color that can be observed in the water as result as a of 
taking a foot bath is the byproduct of the electrolysis/ ionization process taking place in 
the water itself.  While there can be significant difference in water coloration from person 
to person, this has little, if anything to do with “detoxifying” specific organs in the body. 
 
Competitor Challenge:  
 
Good News…  We have $10,000 waiting for you! 
Bad News…..   You will have to document and publish proof that: 
 

1.) There is a specific relationship between water coloration and discharge from 
specific organs being released through the feet. 

 
2.) It is possible for “toxins” to travel from the organs and detoxify through the feet. 

 
 Our Conclusion: If you are going to purchase an ionic foot bath, do not waste your 
money unnecessarily on units that make the above claims. Companies that make such 
claims are either badly misinformed or, worse, intentionally misleading. Instead, consider 
a time tested, factory direct, Aqua Chi Foot Bath, the Original – Made in the U.S. 
To learn more (or if want to take the challenge) feel free to click or call. 
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